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Chapter 7 

Conclusion 

     Most issues in Chinese originating from the lack of overt morphological 

markers are still under debate, one of which discussed in this thesis is the distinction 

between finiteness and non-finiteness. The target language in this thesis is one of the 

variants of Peking Mandarin called Taiwan Mandarin, which is deeply influenced by 

both Taiwanese and non-Mandarin dialects; therefore, the usages and wordings may 

differ from Peking Mandarin to some extent. 

     To begin with, we take our position that the notion of syntactic tense is 

universal, prevailing among all human languages, though this issue is still 

open-ended. Following our stance, we recourse to the definition toward finiteness 

and non-finiteness in the GB-framework; that is, when an INFL possesses features 

like [+TENSE] and [+AGR], the clause headed by it will be a finite one.  

     Owing to Chomsky’s universal grammar, almost all linguists take this 

distinction for granted. Many criteria concerning this finite vs. non-finite distinction 

are proposed in the literature, such as the presence of elements under AUX, the 

presence of overt subjects and structural barriers.  

     Grounded upon the tensedness parameter and some counter-examples, some 

linguists, however, argue that this very distinction does not exist, at least in Chinese. 
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Plausible as their argument is, some flaws can still be detected from their 

argumentation.  

     First of all, the most fatal flaw in their argumentation lies in logical 

invalidities. Although some examples indeed violate the proposed criteria for 

non-finiteness, the only conclusion we can entail is that these examples are not 

non-finite clauses. In Hu et al.’s argumentation, the argument that some examples’ 

violations of proposed criteria for non-finiteness entail the denial of the pre-existent 

categories is not logical at all, and we can verify it as invalid through one of the 

most prominent deductions called syllogism.  

     Second, if we take Hu et al.’s argument that there is no non-finite clause in 

Chinese, theory-internal discrepancies will ensue under both the GB-framework and 

the LFG (Lexical-Functional Grammar)-framework, which is also one of the 

alternatives in generative grammar.  

     Based upon these two fatal flaws, we follow most linguists’ standpoint, 

contending that the finite vs. non-finite distinction does exist in Taiwan Mandarin 

and that Taiwan Mandarin adopts another mode other than morphology to manifest 

this distinction, such as constraints on syntactic structures and operations. Inspired 

from the counter-examples Hu et al. put forth, we further hypothesize that some 

verbs classified as persuade-type verbs in the literature can subcategorize dual 
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sentential complement, viz., finite clauses and non-finite clauses. We re-classify 

these verbs as dual-listing verbs.  

The constraints on the subcategorizations of dual-listing (DL) verbs are more 

complex than those of finite-complement (FC) verbs and non-finite-complement 

(NC) verbs. When DL verbs subcategorize finite clauses as complement, two 

conditions must be satisfied to ensure the grammaticality. They are the presence of 

modals and the presence of overt subjects. As far as DL verbs are concerned, the 

former is a necessary condition; the latter is a sufficient condition. Moreover, the 

presence of embedded overt subjects hinges on the presence of proper buffers 

between main predicates and embedded overt subjects. Only when the necessary 

condition is satisfied do the buffers work, the function of which is to smooth the 

redundancy caused by the presence of embedded overt subjects. The reason for the 

presence of modals being the necessary condition is that DL verbs require their 

sentential complements to have the value IRREALIS, which is denoted by modals 

obviously. Analyzing through the LFG-framework, we can interpret the finite clause 

subcategorized by a DL verb as involving constraining equations, while interpret the 

non-finite one as involving defining equations.  

     To end this thesis, we examine the rest of criteria proposed in the literature 

regarding this finite vs. non-finite distinction, figuring out another two reliable ones. 
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One has to do with V-not-V questions; the other pertains to the long-distance 

passivizations. V-not-V questions are reserved for finite clauses, while long-distance 

passivizations only happen to objects situated in non-finite clauses. On account of 

these tenable criteria, we assert with confidence that this finite vs. non-finite 

distinction does exist in Taiwan Mandarin and that this distinction is considered 

universal.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


